“DR. BOB” (ROBERT M. RANSOM) DIVERSE GRADUATE STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Racquel Armstrong | Alexander Pittman

ANN HARTMAN ZIELINSKI SCHOLARSHIP
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Hannah Kozma | Caitlyn Young

ART FRIEDEL PHD 1968 SCHOLARSHIP FUND
STEM EDUCATION
Gabriella Bress | Kelsea Gray | Cassandra Pencil | Mackenzie Yates

CHARLES B. HUELSMAN JR. MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP FUND
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Katharine Smith

DALE E. AND BERNICE E. MANSPERGER ENDOWMENT FUND FOR THE COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION AND HUMAN ECLOGY
CHILD AND YOUTH STUDIES
Annette Quinn
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Silvera Hayes | Olivia Herman
DARLENE MATTHEWS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
CONSUMER AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
Iris Wallace

DONALD G. LUX AND HARRIET H. LUX SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Cara North | Mitchell Shortt

DORIS BUKER ELEMENTARY EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Lauren Hutton | Hayley Small

DOROTHY D. SCOTT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
FASHION AND RETAIL STUDIES
Victoria Vongsaphay
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Hargun Sandhu
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Yifan Zhang
HUMAN NUTRITION
Dana Blank | Rebecca Gromley | Saige Hempstead

DR. CHARLES R. HANCOCK GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN URBAN EDUCATION
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Christian Hines | Alexander Pittman

EARL W. ANDERSON MEMORIAL FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Adrian Bitton | Renee Bowling | Michaela Dengg | Cynthia McDonald-DeVese | Neal McKinney | Musbah Shaheen | Bryanna Stigger | Alisa Tate | Kelsey Varzeas

EDDA W. KEYSERLING SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EXERCISE SCIENCE EDUCATION
Ryan Burke

ELIZABETH MOFFATT WILLIAMS FUND
SPORTS COACHING, RECREATION AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Terrence Shumate

EVELYN AND ED ERLANGER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Zaynab Hashmi | Emma Pilkington | Abigail Ritch | Paola Steiner

EVELYN RUTH MEYERS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Gracie Yates

FLORENCE LEONE LLOYD SCHOLARSHIP FUND
FASHION AND RETAIL STUDIES
Kathryn Gerardi
HUMAN NUTRITION
Abigail Augustyniak | Sonia Guessas | Rebecca McAdow | Lauren Puscheck

GRACE AND DOROTHY HENDERSON ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Savannah Benner

HELEN CUMMINGS BERDELMAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Marie Borkowski | Aliyah Ferguson | Jungmin Lee | Larissa Swonger | Marina Tojaga

HULDA UNGERICHT WELLS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN NUTRITION
Serena Slim

HUMAN ECOLOGY ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Jessica Quach
HUMAN NUTRITION
Megan McKelley

JAMES AND SHARON DOYLE ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EXERCISE SCIENCE EDUCATION
Jade Kempton-Trainer
JAMES J. AND LORETTA C. BUFFER AWARD IN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Mitchell Shortt

JENNIFER SEDGWICK ENDOWMENT FUND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Qingqing Yang

JOHANNA AND RAMON JOHNSON MERIT SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN HUMAN ECOLOGY
HUMAN NUTRITION
Joseph Bogdanovitch

JOHN GARVEY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Ana Alvarez-Mena Figueroa | Clarissa Garrabrant

KAROL WELLS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Mackenzie Kidwell

KENNETH R. KORNHAUSER SCHOLARSHIP
EXERCISE SCIENCE EDUCATION
Zachary Mako

KIMBERLY SUE VORESS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TECHNICAL AND TRAINING EDUCATION
Matthew Lehmann

LINDA R. KURTZ SCHOLARSHIP IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Jungmin Lee | Lindsey Rowe

LORI ANN REIGERT CLASS OF 1999 SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
John Fuller

LUCILE B. ALEXANDER RECOGNITION FUND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Patricia Calderon | Qingqing Yang
LUVERN L. AND LILLA CAROL CUNNINGHAM GOVERNANCE OF EDUCATION STUDIES FUND
GRADUATE NON-DEGREE
Aimee Pace

MARK & MARY EPPERT - “IT'S ALL GOOD” ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
INTEGRATED LANGUAGE ARTS/ENGLISH EDUCATION
Christian Craig

MARTHA KING SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FUND
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Fuyi Feng

MARY ARMSTRONG ANDRIAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TECHNICAL AND TRAINING EDUCATION
Littzy Caceres

MARY M. YOST STUDENT EMERGENCY FUND
EXERCISE SCIENCE EDUCATION
Francisco Soto | Austin Stierhoff

FASHION AND RETAIL STUDIES
Charles Quansah
TEACHING AND LEARNING

Chia-Hsin Yin

MCNEIL-SIEGRIST ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

Yu Chen | Jongwoo Lee | Kara Shawbitz | Tolulope Sulaimon
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Taylor Johnson

NANCY REGER BROUGHTON ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN NUTRITION
Oshin Khan

NANCY ZIMPHER/KENNETH HOWEY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EXERCISE SCIENCE EDUCATION
Aleithea Tefft

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT FUND IN THE COLLEGE OF HUMAN ECOLOGY
CONSUMER AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
Sompong Keohanam
HUMAN NUTRITION
Margaret Maxey | Lyanna Seesholtz

NORMA RUOFF PITTS ENDOWMENT FUND
FASHION AND RETAIL STUDIES
Riley Ries

O’BRYANT, HODGE, ARMSTRONG SCHOLARSHIP
KINESIOLOGY
Mariah Clay
SPORTS COACHING
Camille McLellan

OLIVEROSE APPLE AND DONNA ROSE YAGLEY SCHOLARSHIP
SPORTS COACHING, RECREATION AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Dylan Chewning | Benjamin Gordesky | Melody Merringer

RUTH WEIMER MOUNT FELLOWSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Adrian Bitton | Michaela Dengg | Neal McKinney | Musbah Shaheen | Kelsey Varzeas

SALLY ANN MANBY AND WILLIAM MANBY EDUCATION ENDOWMENT FUND
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Jennet Farah

SANDUSKY PERKINS-DANBURY HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
Rachel Slisher

SCHOENBAUM SCHOLARS PROGRAM FUND IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN ECOLOGY
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Chloe Baker | Alexandra Criss | Adrianna Hansen | Alejandra Juarez-Kunath | Holly Pozderac
Alexa Simpson
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Kendra Burt | Sarah Dorfman | Montrece Harrison | Sydney Levitz
INTEGRATED LANGUAGE ARTS/ENGLISH EDUCATION
Ashley Shanab
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Madison Bubolz | Roman Emig
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Sophie Turner

SUMMIT FINANCIAL STRATEGIES, INC. “NOW TO NEXT” SCHOLARSHIP
CONSUMER AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
Hannah Sillanpaa

SUSAN GALLEGHER BAILEY SCHOLARSHIP
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Gracie Yates

T.L. JONES SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Mekenna Atterholt | Whitney Moses

TALMAGE FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
CHILD AND YOUTH STUDIES
Nicole Brokschmidt
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Morgan Stith

THE ADAM AND CLARA MAURER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Michael Gast

THE AGUE/HAUSHALTER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
STEM EDUCATION
Matthew Turner

THE AMERICAN COUNCIL OF THE BLIND OF OHIO SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Stephanie Welch-Grenier

THE ANN GREER MILLS ENDOWMENT FUND
DIETETICS AND NUTRITION
Carly Arnold | Cameryn Cohen | Amber Core | Alicyn Dickman | Ilana Graifer | Lauren Griffin |
Heather Hadam | Ashley Jamison | Kara Johnson | Shannon Knapp | Kaitlyn Milesky | Meg Mitchell |
Madison Morgan | Aryana Osborne | Madeline Osborne | Kearson Petruzzi | Mary Stoecklein

THE ANN KATHERINE CARR CARTER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
STEM EDUCATION
Atom Slaughter

THE ANTHONY L. AND ALICE M. SCHEINER GATEWAY TO THE FUTURE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EXERCISE SCIENCE EDUCATION
Sophia Brown

THE ARCHIE AND BONITA GRIFFIN SPORT COACHING SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SPORTS COACHING
Sawyer Burley | Gyai Gyamerah

THE ASHLEY JACQUELINE FETSKO FUND
EXERCISE SCIENCE EDUCATION
Jian HeHo Feng

THE BARTON ENDOWMENT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Callie Dorsey

THE BOWLIN FAMILY FUND IN HONOR OF SHERRI NYGREN
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Savannah Benner

THE BRYSON ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

Ivory Kennedy Jr. | William Maynard

TEACHING AND LEARNING

Minseok Choi | Hadassah Petit-De | Stephanie Vigil

THE CHARLES BIRKENSHAW MENDENHALL MEMORIAL FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

Babatunde Akinkuolie

THE CLARENCE J. AND ANNABEL W. STRAUCH ENDOWMENT FUND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Joczelyn Earl | Eleni Smock
THE CONNOR FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP IN COUNSELOR EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Bhudayal Arjune

THE COOPER, HERON, AND HEWARD GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Kara Shawbitz

THE COOPER/SIEDENTOP SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Eric Anderson | Hoda Hashemi
KINESIOLOGY
Obidiah Atkinson | Kimberly Smith

THE CYNTHIA ANN SPAFFORD SCHOLARSHIP FUND
CONSUMER AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
Giavanna Rudess | Iris Wallace

THE DARRELL K. ROOT AND CAROLYN A. ROOT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Stephanie Borlaza | Jen Schwanke | Sherri Williams

THE DAVID AND DONNA SHREINER ENDOVED FUND FOR FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Rachel Kremer | Summer Kuehl | Arryn Schlabach

THE DAVID R. AND ALICE T. MISKELL ENDOWMENT FUND
FASHION AND RETAIL STUDIES
Kristen Combs

THE DIANA GROSSMAN ADAMS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Marie Benner | Jungmin Lee | Lindsey Rowe

THE DORIS ECKFELD ELLIOT SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN ECOLOGY
CONSUMER AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
Iris Wallace
THE H. GORDON HULLFISH MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Filiz Oskay | Donna Rutledge

THE HARRY C. MOORES SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Joseph Antonides | Ana Correia | Emilie Curtis | Risa Haridza | Joshipia Kishore | Guofu Ma | Emma McNamara | Rebekkah O’Beollain | Amanda O’Mara | Adam Scharfenberger | Mutiara Syifa | Brendan Timmel | Gregory Williams

THE HENRY P. AND KATHRYN A. KURDZIEL EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Brendan Timmel

THE IRENE BANDY-HEDDEN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Audrey Burris | Tamika Davis | Imani Edwards | Talia Nelson

THE IRENE ERMEL JONES SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Mejed Alrjub | Natese Dockery | Felicia Ford | Kathryn Henderson | Morgan Leopold | Alexa Tonski | Jaret Wiblin | Jenny Xu

THE ISABEL MILLER SCHOLARSHIP IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Marie Borkowski | Aliyah Ferguson | Larissa Swonger | Marina Tojaga

THE IVOL SPAFFORD SCHOLARSHIP FUND
FASHION AND RETAIL STUDIES
Jessica Shrader
HUMAN NUTRITION
Rebecca Jackam

THE JACK A. CULBERTSON AWARD FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Adrian Bitton | Renee Bowling | Michaela Dengg | Cynthia McDonald-DeVese | Neal McKinney
Musbah Shaheen | Bryanna Stigger | Alisa Tate | Kelsey Varzeas

THE JANE SHANELY PHI UPSILON OMICRON GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Madeline Penland

THE JOAN E. GRITZMACHER ENDOWED FUND FOR FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP
CONSUMER SCIENCES
Wei Chen | Ana Garcia Escalante | Eric Olsen | Zezhong Zhang
TECHNICAL AND TRAINING EDUCATION
Matthew Lehmann

THE JOHN L. ALLEN SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN SPORTS MANAGEMENT
KINESIOLOGY
Jane Isaacs

THE JOHN O. AND ELsie JENKINS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Susan Talley

THE JOHN SCOTT AND DELLA ERRINGTON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
CONSUMER AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
Taryn Goudy

THE JOSEPH C. POWELL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Emma Zglinicki
THE JOSEPH E. ZUPANCIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TECHNICAL AND TRAINING EDUCATION
Henry Levenberg

THE JUDY AND NEIL STEMLEY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Marcella Gallmeyer | Dhwani Parikh | Xiaoming Sun

THE JUDY VANDEMARK LINDAMOOD AND ROBERT LINDAMOOD FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Mtisunge Chagunda | Molly Ming | Jared Murray

THE JULIA ROBERTS GUMP SCHOLARSHIP
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Mallory Bowen | Hannah Hiser | Gabrielle Meadows | Emily Parker | Hailey Rodriguez |
| Brianna Wiedeman

THE KARLSBERGER/ADAMS FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Nancy Gillespie | Kristen Toole

THE KATHARINE A. RUSSELL SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT FUND
STEM EDUCATION
Jade Goudy

THE KATHERINE STUCKEY GRIMM SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Asma Mohamed

THE KISKER SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN TEACHER EDUCATION
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Alaina Adams

THE LEIGH E. BRIGGS EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Noah Ring

THE LEONA ROLFES AND ERNEST MICHAEL HELDT MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Alaina Adams | Minseok Choi | Doricka Menefee

THE LINDA THOMAS MEMORIAL FUND
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Emilie Curtis | Carrie Thomas

THE LYNDA AND STEPHEN NACHT ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP IN EDUCATION
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Juliet Harrison

THE MABEL SARBAUGH UNDERGRADUATE HONORS SCHOLARSHIP IN HUMAN ECOLOGY
INTEGRATED LANGUAGE ARTS/ENGLISH EDUCATION
Kayla Lotz
STEM EDUCATION
Amy Muhlenkamp

THE MARGARET AND CHARLES EVERS ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND FOR EDUCATION AND HUMAN ECOLOGY
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Audrey Burris | Alexa Simpson
FASHION AND RETAIL STUDIES
Kelsey Singnysane
HUMAN NUTRITION

Abigayle Augustyniak
SPECIAL EDUCATION

Eboni Rice

THE MARGARET AND CHESTER SCARBROUGH SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT FUND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Maggie Johnson  |  Kailey McCluer

STEM EDUCATION
Samantha Gross

THE MARGUERITE E. ELLIS SCHOLARSHIP
HUMAN NUTRITION
Abigayle Augustyniak  |  Zi Dong  |  Ciera Lipper  |  Rebecca McAdow  |  Serena Slim  |  Maggie Smith  |  Brandon Trinh

THE MARILYN RUTH HATHAWAY EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND
CHILD AND YOUTH STUDIES
Jing Ping
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Maliha Arman  |  Leah Chapman  |  Maya Cohen  |  Morgan Dye  |  Joczelyn Earl  |  Erica Eidt
Lyndie Hazelton  |  Kailey McCluer  |  Ava Schupp  |  Rachel Sigrist  |  Morgan Stith  |  Allison Wilker
Kiya Wollenhaupt  |  Ian Wood

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Mona Dada  |  Maddie Schmidt

INTEGRATED LANGUAGE ARTS/ENGLISH EDUCATION
Caleb Campbell  |  Sydney Cogar  |  Jamelah Daboubi  |  Anna Dannemiller  |  Emma Fry  |  Luke Galat
Colleen Gehret  |  Kara Gossman  |  Madison Hart  |  Jasmine Hasanain  |  Leigh Hillegass
MacKenzie Kazin  |  Sarah Kline  |  Kalina Kozlowski  |  Nicholas Leibacher  |  Kayla Lotz  |  Elise Mason
Abigail McNickel  |  Delaney Murphy  |  Kayla Oakley  |  Emilee Robb  |  Emily Sayre  |  Bailey Schull
Alyssa Sharp  |  Victoria Skoog  |  Katie Smiddy  |  Cecilia Sutton  |  Saige Thurlow  |  Keller Walls

MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Madelyn Adolph  |  Hannah Affolter  |  Sidney Apel  |  Jacob Arnold  |  Brevin Balliett  |  Hayden Bowmar
Zachary Businger  |  Catherine Carey  |  Raylee Clay  |  Natalie Cox  |  Jenna DeSalvo  |  Morgan Duff
Carly Edwards  |  Roman Emig  |  Abigail Emmett  |  Isabel Fox  |  Katherine German  |  Caitlyn Gibbs
Mya Gordon | Madison Heasley | Peyton Ice | Amaya Johnson | Nathan Johnson | Elyssa Koutrodimos |
Jacklyn Leffel | Tyler Mielke | Eliza Mooradian | Kylie Newland | Isabel Petchler | Sydney Reik |
Emily Rhodes | Dawson Stewart | Kelsey Stiverson | Karlie Stolls | Bethany Townsend | Abigail Vollmer |
Noah Voorhies | Ainsley Work | Gracie Yates

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Ana Alvarez-Mena Figueroa | Mariana Barcena | Tara Dawkins | Clarissa Garrabrant | Kelly Godfrey |
Caroline Goergen | Allison Monell | Mackenzie Richards | Rose Sawyers | Katherine Schwyn |
Jamie Scollard | Ca’Marea Snipes-Thomas | Sophie Turner | Abigail Williams

SPORT INDUSTRY

Samuel Bonofiglio | Nicholas Falbo

SPORTS COACHING, RECREATION AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Hayden Sutton | Naomi Wall

STEM EDUCATION

Megan Banks | Gabriella Bress | Jade Bretz | Brooke Godby | Elizabeth Gurski | Matthew Hersher |
Emily Huber | Nimensio Johnson | Faith Logan | Elisabeth McDermott | Simon Michael |
Amy Muhlenkamp | Claire Puthoff | Matthew Turner | Sabrina Veliev | Mackenzie Yates

TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

Avaya Bell | Mengying Bian | Yurao He | Erinn Jackson | Brintoria Moccabee | Alexus Oliver |
Emma Pimental | Cailin Wade | Cole Youngpeter

WORLD LANGUAGE EDUCATION

Taylor Cyr | Adeline Green | Kevin Morrissey | Kendal Smith
THE MARTHA JANE BOURQUIN MAINOUS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN NUTRITION
Thea Jedick

THE MARY HAYES HEMMER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
STEM EDUCATION
Amy Muhlenkamp

THE MAXINE CHAPMAN THOMAS ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Audrey Vendel

THE MOIRA MCKENZIE SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN CHILDREN’S LITERACY LEARNING
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Carrie Thomas

THE MOUSA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Jinjie Zhu

THE MYRTLE WOLCOTT CRAM SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Mariya Al-Ghawi | Danae Baker | Habiba Barre | Joseph Belsan | Caleb Cuthbertson | Yihui Gong | Colin McGinnis | Alexis Pizzulo | Kathryn Zimmermann

THE PAUL G. KORN AND GARY B. KORN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN NUTRITION
Meghan Bartel

THE PHI UPSILON OMICRON SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Chantel Kelley | Lauren Mindrum
HUMAN NUTRITION
Margaret Maxey

THE RAYMOND G. AND HELEN MOSSBARGER VAWTER FAMILY FUND
HUMAN NUTRITION
Michael Swigart
THE REBECCA HAZARD INKROTT AND LAURA HAZARD BROCKWAY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
FASHION AND RETAIL STUDIES
Isabel Ackers-Frasure

THE RICHARD T. AND IOLA KELLER BROWN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
FASHION AND RETAIL STUDIES
Jade Kearley

THE ROALD F. AND DELLA J. CAMPBELL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Erik Beun
GRADUATE NON-DEGREE
Miracle Reynolds

THE ROBERT AND MISSY WEILER SCHOLARSHIP FUND FOR URBAN EDUCATION
STEM EDUCATION
Nimensio Johnson

THE ROLFE E. WOOD AND MICHAEL L. WOOD MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Thomas Brown | Carrie Thomas
THE RUTH D. AND GEORGE W. SHERMAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EXERCISE SCIENCE EDUCATION
Jackson Hauger

THE RUTH JANE YAUGER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Haley Kiser | Riley Whiting

THE RUTH KROFF FOSTER SCHOLARSHIP IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Alita Caron

THE RUTH ROCKOW LINVILLE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
TECHNICAL AND TRAINING EDUCATION
Shelby Dunham
TECHNICAL EDUCATION & TRAINING
Arielle Bauer

THE RUTH V. HAWKINS HELDT UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Katherine Spangler
INTEGRATED LANGUAGE ARTS/ENGLISH EDUCATION
Isabel Nixon
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Elyssa Koutrodimos
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Mariana Barcena | Sophie Turner
STEM EDUCATION
Abigail Mehr

THE SHEPHERD FOUNDATION DEVELOPMENT FUND
COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
Allyson McCurdy
CONSUMER AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
Rashaan Boyd | Wesaam Khan | Giavanna Rudess | Sydney Zhanai
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Paola Steiner
EXERCISE SCIENCE EDUCATION
Sophia Brown | Ryan Burke | Jazmon Perkins | Francisco Soto

FASHION AND RETAIL STUDIES
Isabel Ackers-Frasure | Jimmer Catalan | Tamia Duke | Beckett Fant | Samuel Holtzapple |
Jade Kearley | Chelsea Kleinbaum | Myah Now | Lauren Robson | Kathryn Schutter | Paige Schwepe

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Justin Blasdel | Jose' Cook | Hongyu Dai | Medina Nurahmed | Adrianna Otero Echevarria |
Hannah Shirley | Caleb Smith | Claudia VanHuffel

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCE
Amanda Bracey | Mtisunge Chagunda | Kyra Freeman | Analicia Morales | Morgan Rossler |
Kelly Scott | Jada Thompson | Jasmine Whitmire | Yifan Zhang

HUMAN NUTRITION
Chloe Beerman | Dominique Bevelle | Joseph Bogdanovitch | Katherine Borshov | Shauna Connelly |
Krista Guerini | Mona Khalafi | Rachel Kitzmiller | Kennedy Lamberson | Chunlei Li | Ciera Lipper |
Kaitlyn Meissner | Dahlia Moore | Julia Orloff | Christy Pitzer | Lauren Puscheck | Sophia Rowe |
Nancy Siegel | Serena Slim | Nancy Siegel | Maggie Smith | Zakyah Snead | Amanda Socha |
Kayley Thomas | Tanner Williams

THE STRS TEACHER EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT FUND

TEACHING AND LEARNING
Josiphia Kishore | Anne Terez | Emma Zglinicki

THE TED COATES SCHOLARSHIP FUND
KINESIOLOGY
Carson Somerville

THE THOMAS AND EVELYN STEPHENS SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Lindsay Ammirante

THE THOMAS JEFFREY APPLEGATE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Ty Bolen | Dominic Frengel | Tulley Gillum | Cody Neel | Anthony Novak | Nathaniel Wade

MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Grant Hower

THE VICTORIA S. CARNES MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Madison Althoff | Mya Hadden | Jenny Lees | Molly Matiscik | Laisha Rodriguez

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Diego Velasquez

SPORTS COACHING, RECREATION AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Dakota Michael

THE VIRGINIA HUTCHISON BAZLER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
CONSUMER AND FAMILY FINANCIAL SERVICES
Wesaam Khan

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Minyi Huang | Susie Lynn | Sarah Sterling

THE VIRGINIA I. ZIRKLE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Aimee Ritter

THE VISCI FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
CHILD AND YOUTH STUDIES
Annette Quinn

MIDDLE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Noah Ring

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Eboni Rice
WORLD LANGUAGE EDUCATION

Shaely Sanetra
THE WAYNE URBAN SCHOLARSHIP FUND FOR HISTORICAL RESEARCH IN EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

Sin Guanci
THE WESLEY AND KATHARINE CUSHMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
KINESIOLOGY

Nicole Behr
THE WILLIAM E. AND GAIL P. LOADMAN SCHOLARSHIP
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

Krisann Stephany | Junyeong Yang

VANCE W. COTTER FELLOWSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

Yu Chen

WAYNE K. HOY AND ANITA WOOLFOLK HOY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

Kiev Lamarr